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COMMENTS OF THE 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF PRESORT MAILERS and 

Idealliance 
(February 14, 2019) 

 

The National Association of Presort Mailers and Idealliance 

(“NAPM/Idealliance”) respectfully submits these comments on the Postal Service’s 

Annual Compliance Report for Fiscal Year 2018 (“ACR”), filed December 28, 20181.   

About NAPM.  NAPM membership includes 88 company members 

representing 122 mailing sites mailing in 38 states. NAPM represents mail owners 

preparing their own mail and mail service providers that commingle client mailings.  

Our members interact with, and collect mail from, tens of thousands of business mail 

consumers and combine their mail together to present it as a single mailing to the 

Postal Service so that the client can receive the benefits of workshare postage 

discounts with minimal involvement with the complex mailing standards required of the 

Postal Service. Collectively, NAPM represents over 40 percent of the total First-Class 

Letter Mail volume.  While NAPM members present a significant volume of First-Class 

Mail, its members also present a growing volume of Marketing Mail. 

About Idealliance.  Mail and distribution supply chain and technologies are at 

the core of Idealliance‘s communications and digital media membership which 
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includes catalog and direct marketers, equipment manufacturers, fulfillment 

companies, list management companies, logistics companies, mail preparers, mail 

owners, manufacturers, printers, publishers, software developers, and transportation 

carriers. Our members produce more than 60 billion pieces of mail each year. 

Idealliance focuses on technology, operations, and the supply chain, while working 

collaboratively with the US Postal Service to meet the new challenges of mail 

preparation and distribution. Idealliance is driven to create greater productivity and 

efficiencies throughout the total mail supply chain–from creation, production, and 

distribution–to drive down costs and improve information workflow. 

The members of NAPM/Idealliance are valued partners with the Postal Service, 

delivering high quality mail to the Postal Service with accurate addresses, high quality 

barcodes, and high density preparation levels, transported and entered where the 

Postal Service wants it, bypassing many initial processing functions.  Our members 

are highly engaged in programs and initiatives that help reduce the USPS’ costs.  

Beyond the core worksharing activities for which postage discounts are designed to 

compensate them for their work, our members also have a high participation level in 

optional programs such as Seamless Acceptance for which no compensation is 

received.  The mail data that is provided to the Postal Service through Seamless 

Acceptance and IMb Full-Service support a long and growing list of USPS programs 

designed to reduce costs, improve efficiency, and improve service performance.   

Our members are committed to ensuring mail remains profitable and in the 

Postal system. We are true partners with the Postal Service: we sell their products, 

our customers are their customers, and just like the Postal Service, without mail we 

don’t have a business. 
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I. FIRST-CLASS MAIL RATES  
 
The ACR highlights a continuing need for the Postal Service to pass through 

the full value of the workshare-related costs avoided when setting workshare 

discounts.  The passthrough for First-Class Mail presort letters in 2018 was only 

88.2% and after implementation of the January 2019 rate changes, it is 90.6%.   

NAPM/Idealliance appreciates the Postal Service’s efforts to improve these 

passthroughs, but future rate adjustments should reflect a greater emphasis on 

pricing efficiency by fully incentivizing the most efficient preparation of mail.  For 

example, as compared to 5-Digit FCM Presort Letters, the USPS loses money on 

every piece of AADC mail.  It currently costs the USPS 3.4 cents to sort from 

benchmark to 5-digit (the cost avoidance), but the USPS charges only 2.9 cents (the 

discount).  With 9.2 billion pieces of First-Class Mail sorted only to the AADC level in 

FY2018, that results in an additional $46 million in costs to the USPS. These costs 

could be avoided if the Postal Service utilized its pricing flexibility to drive more 

efficient behavior (e.g., 5-digit presort). 

Presorted First-Class Mail also has better service performance than Single 

Piece First-Class Mail.  So setting presort prices to incentivize greater mail 

preparation would improve service performance.  The net result would be lower costs 

for the USPS and better service performance for that mail, improving the end user 

customer experience.  Improved service performance also brings cost reductions to 

the Postal Service through reduced handling of customer complaints, and helps grow 

use of the mail by improving customer experience. 

The Postal Service in its ACR reaffirms the value of First-Class Mail presort as a 

higher cost-coverage mail category for the USPS than FCM Single Piece: 
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“Overall, First-Class Mail products covered their attributable costs in FY 2018, 
with cost coverage of 205.24 percent, up from the recasted cost coverage of 204.17 
percent14 in FY 2017, marking the first year since FY 2015 that First-Class Mail cost 
coverage improved from the previous year. Reasons for this improved cost coverage 
include a higher percentage of high cost coverage Presort than lower cost coverage 
Single-Piece mailpieces.” 

 
The relative profitability of presort mail is another reason the Postal Service 

should further incent preparation of FCM Presort by passing through 100% of the 

cost avoidance in the workshare discount.  NAPM/Idealliance members could sell 

presort services to even more businesses if the incentive reflected the full costs 

avoided by the Postal Service, moving more mail out of FCM Single Piece and into 

the more efficient automation-compatible, barcoded, IMb Full-Service mailstream. 

 

II. MARKETING MAIL IMB FULL-SERVICE INCENTIVE 
 
NAPM/Idealliance commend the Postal Service for recognizing the value of IMb 

Full-Service and increasing the incentive for Marketing Mail in its 2019 price change. 

Although the Postal Service does not specifically report on the IMb Full-Service 

incentive in its ACR, it is part of the information relative to rates associated with postal 

products per 39 U.S.C. 3652. 

The data supplied by our members and others serves as the foundation for a 

growing list of programs and initiatives that will help the Postal Service reduce costs, 

improve efficiency, and improve service performance.  As the value of the data 

increases and as the Postal Service moves into a Seamless Acceptance environment, 

additional incentives will need to be developed to equitably compensate mailers and 

mail service providers for the costs incurred to support these new initiatives. 
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III. MARKETING MAIL DROP SHIP DISCOUNTS 
 

An increasing number of NAPM/Idealliance members are providing services 

for Marketing Mail, with growing volumes handled by our members.  In FY 2018, 89% 

of our members’ total Marketing Mail volume was drop ship entered at the DSCF, so 

drop ship discounts are important to our members and designed to offset their 

transportation costs at the same time as reducing the USPS’ costs. 

The Postal Service in its FY2018 ACR noted that: 

“In Docket Nos. R2017-1, R2018-1, and R2019-1, the Commission 
accepted the Postal Service’s reliance on 39 U.S.C. § 3622(e)(2)(B) to 
justify these passthroughs, contingent on the Postal Service’s adherence 
to a plan to reduce the passthroughs by 10 percentage points in each 
market dominant rate case.24 The Postal Service continues to justify 
these passthroughs pursuant to 39 U.S.C. § 3622(e)(2)(B); it plans to 
recommend to the Governors a reduction of at least 10 percentage points 
in the next market dominant rate case, subject to adequate pricing 
flexibility, operational efficiencies, and changes in cost avoidance.” 
 

NAPM/Idealliance urge the Commission to reassess whether further reductions 

in the pricing incentives for destination entered mail will have unintended adverse 

effects on the Postal Service’s operational efficiency.  That assessment should 

consider the combined effects of rising transportation costs and shrinking drop ship 

discounts.   

The assessment should also consider changes the Postal Service has made to 

rationalize its network of facilities based on a historical volume and entry profile that 

includes upwards of 85% of all Marketing Mail being drop ship entered.  In FY2018, 

nearly 71% of Marketing Mail was drop shipped to the DSCF.  If destination entry is 

no longer economic for mailers and mail service providers, a significant percentage 

of this mail could end up moving back to DNDC or origin entry and the USPS no 

longer has a network of facilities that can accommodate significant amounts of 
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Marketing Mail being entered upstream. 

The assessment should also consider differences in service performance 

between origin-entered mail and destination-entered Marketing Mail.  For FY2018 

the annual service performance for origin-entered Marketing Mail was over 25 

percentage points lower than that of destination-entered Marketing Mail.  If 

significant amounts of Marketing Mail move back to upstream entry, it could 

exacerbate service issues.   

 

IV. SERVICE PERFORMANCE 
 

First-Class Mail Presort letters service performance must be improved.  

Although service performance in some FCM categories has improved since FY2015, 

service performance for all categories is still below FY2014 levels.  

NAPM/Idealliance are concerned that degraded service performance contributes to 

mail volume declines.  Service performance is important to First-Class Mail business 

users and the fact that the Postal Service for the past four years has not achieved its 

performance targets – which some feel are already lower than they should be – can 

have a deleterious impact on a business’ decision to use mail as compared to 

electronic communications. 

Service performance for Marketing Mail also is disappointing, particularly for 

Marketing Mail entered at origin or DNDC.  There is a significant difference in 

service performance for drop ship entered Marketing Mail vs. pieces entered further 

upstream that require more USPS handling and transportation.  These trends are 

clear when looking at service performance on a product-specific level rather than an 

aggregate indicator for all Marketing Mail. 
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With all the data the USPS has at its disposal today on the location and 

movement of mail within its system, and all the diagnostic tools it has developed to 

provide actionable data internally to the personnel who can take action to resolve 

service issues, it is disheartening that service performance is not improving.   

In addition, the Postal Service referenced in its FY2018 ACR USPS-FY18-29 

that “[s]ervice measurement was suspended in the Caribbean District beginning the 

week of September 16, 2017, due to the devastating impact of Hurricanes Irma and 

Maria. Testing resumed beginning April 1, 2018, with the start of postal Quarter 3.”  

NAPM/Idealliance support the development of a methodology through a Commission 

proceeding for excluding service performance data from measurement in specific 

geographic areas severely impacted by natural disasters.  In using such a 

methodology, year-over-year service performance comparisons could be more 

meaningful and Postal Service performance scores not negatively impacted by 

natural disaster situations beyond the USPS’ control.   

 

 

V. BUSINESS CUSTOMER SATISFACTION 
 

Customer satisfaction of large businesses using the mail is important to 

NAPM/Idealliance members.  Many of these larger businesses are customers and 

clients of our members, declining customer satisfaction may result in a decline in mail 

usage, and therefore decline in the volume of mail processed by mail presort providers.  

The Postal Service in its FY 2018 ACR reports declines in customer satisfaction with 

Market Dominant Products (Mailing Services) as rated by Residential, Small/Medium 

Business customers and Large Business Customers for most product categories, 

including First-Class Mail – the USPS’ premier market dominant product.  Although the 
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USPS notes that it “has identified factors influencing overall customer and product 

satisfaction results in the Large Business segment,” it does not report what those 

factors are.   

In addition, the USPS acknowledges that in performing its assessments it did not 

thoroughly examine satisfaction by product type.  NAPM/Idealliance urge the Postal 

Service in future customer satisfaction surveys to specifically ask for satisfaction ratings 

for service performance separate from product offerings, which we believe it should do 

in an effort to establish how satisfied large business customers are with USPS delivery 

service (the time it takes for mail to be delivered). 
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VI. CONCLUSION 

 
NAPM and Idealliance appreciate the Commission’s consideration of these 

comments. 

 
Respectfully submitted, 

 
 

  
 

 
 

Robert Galaher 
Executive Director and CEO  
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF PRESORT MAILERS 
PO Box 3552 
Annapolis, MD 21403-3552 
(877) 620-6276 
 
 

 
David J. Steinhardt 
President & Chief Executive Officer 
ldealliance 
1800 Diagonal Road, Suite 320 
Alexand ria, V A 2231 4-2862 
703.837.1066 
dsteinhardt @ idealliance.org 
unnnru. idealI iance.org 
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